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Could a hip, hybrid and
disconnected commune be
the new template for co-living?
After coworking spaces, new collaborative working models are emerging,
highlighting people’s eagerness to reinvent the world of work.
https://thecamp.fr/fr

Seen a few kilometres
from Aix-en-Provence

What to think of it?
in which people are encouraged to share
both a consequence of the success of

Christened Thecamp, it features an auditorium,
a restaurant, large meeting rooms and 300

the concepts of sharing and reaching out
to others

A blogger’s perspective on
the world can provide precious
inspiration to any brand
seeking to reinvent itself
Pondering the question of how to appeal to Millennials can lead brands
to dream up new ways of presenting themselves to all their customers.
www.sncf.com/ressources/cp_box_echappees_intercites.pdf
Véronique B. Brand, Communication & Advertising

Seen in Caen, Limoges
and Vichy
Last month, rail operator SNCF offered Intercity
weekend breaks designed in conjunction
“Les échappées Intercités”, these special
offers took the form of a themed box that
included return train tickets, a night in a

Thecamp is keen to welcome anyone who
knowledge and the lifestyles of others that we
the campaign: a gastronomic trip to Limoges

and talk, whether they be entrepreneurs,

the campus, they must commit to sharing their
to work (together and in a brand new way)
on projects geared towards creating a new

Thecamp is a hip, hybrid, community-based
establishment disconnected from the
hustle and bustle of urban life, a model that
bring their projects to fruition, and contributes
to shaping the future by placing a spotlight
on how we work and live together. Its
purpose is to forge ties through sharing
and the circulation of ideas and by helping

proposes a new form of remote coworking,
where work, leisure and a community
spirit are intertwined

break in Vichy with Elisa and Max from the Best
Jobers blog, and a cultural and family-focused

What to think of it?
Highlighting the SNCF’s desire to no
longer be seen solely as a rail company,
but as a travel provider, “Les échappées
Intercités” also shows us how offerings
aimed at Millennials must now be put

one’s image, but also to harness the power
of social media and re-enchant the real
world
who each bring their unique image and
approach to the table, destinations like
Caen, Vichy and Limoges might seem less
the form of a box containing everything
the customer needs for a successful trip
is the second important rule to be followed,
entire generation of consumers accustomed
to the web’s packaged offers and allows
any destination to become the venue
for an enjoyable city experience.
way of standing out from the competition
(especially bus and car-sharing operators)
and answering a question that many
should be asking: how do you go from being
a destination to an experience?
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By donning a more funfocused image, activist
movements are attracting
new populations and contributing
to the emergence of new concepts

By freeing up drivers,
could autonomous vehicles
help to alter our relationship
with cars?

The idea of consuming without producing waste is gaining ground by the day.
And why not combine this approach with a party spirit?
www.wastedlondon.com/about
www.legeniedalex.com/copie-de-le-projet

Homes have always been a source of inspiration for all those charged with
designing the cars of tomorrow. There is now a suggestion that they could
actually become an extra room.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxMJXFEWoRY

Seen in Frankfurt

home to become a useful extra room that
will be able to share their energy, since the
can be used to power light bulbs and media

Seen in Paris, London
and New York

What to think of it?
a new step forward in the way we think
Here, the key
claim relates neither to power, safety
or environmental friendliness, but to
comfort and pleasant surroundings for
occupants
space, atmosphere and acoustics, and
which had been somewhat neglected until it

What to think of it?

gradually capturing hearts and minds and

searching through bins to pick out anything

launch of La Maison du Zéro Déchet (see
the September issue of L’Œil) and the now-

to reach populations who
are hedonists rather than activists. Thus,
it is now associated with a number of trendy

th

are now seeing the light of day, such as
knitting, crochet and plant growing in miniLe Génie d’Alex (located under the Alexandre
III bridge), which cooks meals solely using

is located on the rear axle to ensure that
the passenger compartment is as spacious

a name
change

free to enjoy
other pursuits (work, games, keeping up

was a shift in the actions initiated, which

as locations in their own right, freeing
up more quality time and potentially
entering into synergy with homes, with
which they could interact via exchanges
of energy

but which are always carefully designed
to create a buzz on social media and boost
the desirability of the concept. Maintaining
a healthy conscience is not the only
The feeling of belonging to a group that has

cars
to live in
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Word of
the month
NEET, meaning Not in Education,
Employment or Training, is a social
category occupied by certain

Catching
the eye
Sport in the workplace –

interested in doing so if they had

in the UK, before spreading
to other countries, including Japan,

January 2009

Customers who recruit
of the French population participate
in sport at their place of work,

men, who are not in education,

A glance in the
rear-view mirror
The facts
To be sure that its future department
managers will successfully meet
the expectations of customers,

Analysis

the assessment of products that are

to 67% for those aged under 35.

67% of adults
86%
acknowledge that they pay more
attention to a brand’s ethics
when they purchase a product

meet customers of the store (who
are selected from among the “best”),

And when the latter decide to listen
to customer feedback, it is usually
either through a “jury” charged with
the task of rating the quality of their
products, or through their usual
By bringing in consumers to help with
customers the opportunity to contribute
to its management by asking for their
thoughts on the attributes of its future
much at the top of its list of priorities?
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Summing Up
Last month, reproductions of works from
for the Stockholm metro that sells kitchen
granted its non-smoking employees six
enables cyclists, the product’s target market,

Marshal S. / Brand,
Communication & Advertising

Magali B. / Brand, Communication
& Advertising
that enables artists to offer their talents
,

Guillaume M. / Digital Factory
After an initial trial in Belgium with bringr
(see the April issue of L’Œil), Carrefour
France is now looking to launch its own

The terms of the collaboration are then

using Bluetooth and can be controlled

Nicolas R. / Echangeur

offers not only the brand’s latest collection,

Merci Voisin, which enables customers
Hopaal is a newly created French start-up
a score is awarded each time to build up
Damien S. / Retail Strategy

Nicolas R. / Echangeur
Employees of BNP Paribas Personal Finance help to uncover
the micro-facts reported in L’Œil by L’Observatoire Cetelem.
means that the fact or the news in brief
was spotted by one of them.

L’Œil de L’Observatoire Cetelem analyses micro-facts
on consumption, revealing the emergence of new
manners of spending.
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